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The "Time Stone Team" of Tina, Drax, and Mercedes are back with the Uplifted entity of James and their new friends Joshua and
Bill the dragon who will work as a team to fight the evil forces of the Machination and the mysterious Shadow Blob force travelling
throughout the world turning human beings into beasts. This is the first part of this dynamic and powerful sequel pitting friendship
and virtuous wisdom against ultimate evil.
It's been a while since Sheriff Dan Rhodes's football days, but things haven't really changed, at least not with state playoffs coming
up and excitement for the local high school team heating up to a fever pitch. But then coach Brady Meredith is found shot to death
in his car, and his murder leads to troublesome rumors concerning illegal betting, black market steroids and the sheriff's old
nemesis, a biker named Rapper, who has reappeared in Blacklin County. Too many coincidences for Rhodes's comfort. Especially
when another corpse makes it a second down for a killer determined to lead Sheriff Rhodes into a game of sudden death.
Following the sound of a scream, history professor Andrew Stanard comes running. In the nearby departmental bathroom at
Chesapeake Bay University, a woman has been murdered. She is quickly identified as Jenny Biggio, a graduate student, and she
has quite obviously been strangled. The police are quick to suspect someone in the history department—most notably Professor
Stanard’s protégé Brendan Healy. Everyone knows Brendan was Jenny’s boyfriend, but it isn’t common knowledge that Jenny
checked out three pregnancy books from the university library the day she was murdered. A very public confrontation between
Brendan and Jenny early in the day, however, points at the boyfriend’s guilt, and Brendan does little to defend himself, admitting
he once served time in a juvenile correctional facility. Even so, Stanard knows there’s more to this case than meets the eye. He
understands the cops want to solve the murder quickly to get it off the front page; in order to save Brendan, Stanard does his own
digging. He comes upon several overlooked suspects, including a squirrelly pizza deliveryman, a homeless wino with a felonyprone past, and a philandering professor. The deeper he digs, the more dangerous things get; soon Professor Stanard may be the
killer’s next target.
Det. Roland March is a homicide cop on his way out. But when he's the only one at a crime scene to find evidence of a missing
female victim, he's given one last chance to prove himself. Before he can crack the case, he's transferred to a new one that has
grabbed the spotlight--the disappearance of a famous Houston evangelist's teen daughter. With the help of a youth pastor with a
guilty conscience who navigates the world of church and faith, March is determined to find the missing girls while proving he's still
one of Houston's best detectives.
“The old mansion, the lake, the sunshine...students playing in the water. I have a feeling this project is going to be a walk in the
park,” the Belgian teacher says to her colleagues. An international group of students has arrived at a fairy-like hidden mansion in
the Finnish woods for a summer camp. “Too idyllic sounds very boring,” her Norwegian colleague responds. With the old mansion
in the background, these seem scenes from a happy school trip, and not so much of a summer camp for actual school projects.
The lazy atmosphere makes things happen in kind of slow motion. Everybody with their own cultural and personal background
adds to the project and to the mystery developing at Ohutvesi, which, itself, has a dark past as well. Long before the end of the
summer camp this initially magical place changes into a creepy black hole into which dreams are swallowed, changing the lives of
all the participants drastically forever after.
In the first sequel, Rebecca contemplates how to end her twenty year loveless marriage to her greedy, controlling, abusive,
womanizing, but extremely wealthy husband, Marcus. Marcus, also desiring to free himself from his marriage contract, decides
killing his estranged wife instead of divorcing her is a more lucrative option. Therefore, he hires a hit man, Big Al, to murder
Rebecca however his attempt is unsuccessful and Marcus refuses to pay him. Consequently, Big Al, determined to collect his
money, breaks into Marcus' mansion and robs, mutilates, brutally assaults him, and then dumps his lifeless body in the Mexican
desert. After an extensive search by the Mexican Federal Police, remains of an American male matching Marcus' description are
found and he is presumed dead. During an unexpected confrontation between Rebecca, Big Al, and Big Al's younger crack head
brother, David, Rebecca is forced to shoot and kill Big Al. David, determined to atone for his brother's death, becomes Rebecca's
constant tormentor. As the saga continues in this novel, Rebecca, believing Marcus is now deceased and she and her two children
are finally free from his abuse, attempts to settle his estate and move on with her life. After putting Marcus' lavish mansion up for
sale, via an estate auction, she moves into a new home and while unpacking her belongings, remembers a key she found hidden
in Marcus' bedroom at the mansion. Rebecca discovers that the key is to a storage unit and what she finds stashed in Marcus'
secret storage unit is a shocking surprise. In the final sequel, Rebecca's world comes crashing down when she discovers that the
remains found in the Mexican desert were not Marcus' and that he has returned toAtlantato reclaim his fortune and seek revenge.
Follow the adventures of the returning cast of characters, particularly the villains, Marcus and David, in this unforgettable shock
and awe climax.
When a body is found with the DNA of a witch on it, it's up to Cassie and her paranormal forensics team to catch the culprit. As the
body count starts to rise, all evidence points to Cassie, and she has to do everything she can to keep from being arrested for the
crime. - Spell Wielder is an urban fantasy mystery and book 3 in the Paranormal Criminal Investigations series.
Somewhere in the shadows of America’s Finest City, a killer hides. Caught in a storm while sailing back from Mexico, Eddie
DeSilva, San Diego’s Portuguese-American ex–chief of police, is facing a watery death when a mysterious stranger saves his life.
When he reaches port, DeSilva gets a chance to return the favor: Four months earlier, the wife of his rescuer—a victim of domestic
violence hiding in a women’s shelter—turned up dead on her kitchen floor, her throat slit with a kitchen knife. Her husband,
charged with her murder, has disappeared . . . until he shows up on DeSilva’s boat. Despite the overwhelming evidence of his
guilt, DeSilva doggedly sets out to prove his rescuer’s innocence, and in the process uncovers hidden aspects of the victim’s life.
Pauline Graham, a psychologist on the board of directors of the women’s shelter where the murder victim was residing, is
conducting her own investigation into alleged financial improprieties at the nonprofit. Her interest in DeSilva, a widower and former
client, is not entirely professional, and as they resume their ill-defined but evolving relationship, their investigations inevitably
intersect in a sinister and twisted scenario in which the hunters become the hunted. Set against the colorful background of San
Diego, this second novel in the Eddie DeSilva series is a page-turning murder mystery with an edge.

not provided
WORKING BOYS by MILTON STERN, the popular online serial, is now in print. Published weekly over a two-year period,
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all the chapters are now together in two print editions. Follow the lives of notorious, retired madam, Madeline Bennett,
and her two Gay sons, Bradley, a former escort, and Marty, a police detective, as they navigate mid-life, while working to
solve thirty-year-old, cold murder cases that may be related to a spate of recent beating deaths of working boys. Meet a
colorful cast of characters who come into and out of their lives as well as many nefarious individuals, whose only goal is
to destroy them. WORKING BOYS, Part I is just the beginning. The adventure continues in WORKING BOYS, Part II.
A serial killer is ravaging the coeds of a small college town, and killing them is just the beginning of his fantasy. Criminal
profiler Mace Franklyn, struggling with the scars from his prior mental illness, is hired to stop this murderer, and is
determined to prove his FBI honed skills have not been dulled. However, complications surface quickly, when the head of
the Michigan Bureau of Investigation questions his suitability, and Mace discovers he must work with his ex-wife, the
person most hurt by actions from his murky past. Overcoming these problems, he identifies likely suspects, but his efforts
are undermined by someone within the investigation task force. The identity of the insider is key, and only when Mace
puts into jeopardy his own life, and that of the one he most loves, does he discover the disturbing truth behind duplicity’s
child.
MURDER IN HONOLULU is an island mystery novel set in Hawaii. Skye Delaney is a private investigator, security
consultant, and ex-cop who lives in Waikiki. When her ex-husband and former prosecutor turned businessman, Carter
Delaney, asks her to find out if his new wife Darlene is having an affair, Skye reluctantly agrees to take the case. Little
does she know that it will turn out to be far more than infidelity. Skye confirms that Darlene is not only having an affair but
also doing drugs. But before Skye can tell this to Carter, she finds him dead in her Jacuzzi bathtub with an apparent
suicide note stuffed in his mouth. Did he really take his own life with so much to live for? Or was Carter murdered? The
one thing she knows for sure is that her German Shepherd Ollie bit an intruder who happened to have AB negative
blood. As did Carter. Coincidence? Skye’s current love interest is Ridge Larsen, a homicide detective for the Honolulu
Police Department, who also happens to be assigned to this case once it becomes official that Carter Delaney was
murdered. As Skye continues to delve deeper and deeper into the investigation of Carter’s death, it becomes apparent to
her that her ex had many secrets and just as many enemies, making him a marked man. These included working for the
Honolulu Prosecuting Attorney as a consultant on a case involving a crime syndicate, being a gambling addict, and being
in debt to a loan shark. While the bodies continue to pile up, Skye puts her neck on the line to find out the truth and nail a
ruthless killer who has targeted her for death; even as she tries to maintain her professional objectivity and balance it with
her private and romantic life.
Binge the first 3 books in the Hollywood Whodunit cozy mystery series today! When clumsy college grad Becky Robinson
left home to chase her dream of becoming an actress, everyone said she'd fall flat on her face. And they were right. At
least the dead body broke her fall. ? ? ? ? ? Very Entertaining! "The characters are hilarious and very engaging. A good
read as this series just gets stronger and stronger." - Amazon Reviewer If you love clumsy heroines, a Hollywood
backdrop, quirky suspects, and an adorable rescue puppy this series is for you! Contents Prime Time Murder Becky’s
first day on set is anything but glamorous. Between coffee runs and walking the star dog, she discovers the body of a
prominent actress. Not exactly how she pictured seeing her name in the papers. And they didn’t even spell it right. StandIn Murder A house sitter is found dead in a ritzy California mansion and the police are eager to sweep her suicide under
the rug. But when amateur sleuth Becky Robinson notices inconsistencies at the crime scene, she makes it her mission
to prove murder. Music City Murder In a family of overachievers, it’s difficult to measure up. Especially if you’re a noname actress desperate for approval. So, when Becky Robinson’s country music star cousin is accused of murder, she
jumps at the chance to travel to Nashville, save the day, and prove her place in the family. ----------------- murder mystery
suspense, female sleuths mystery, funny cozy mystery, whodunit cozy mysteries, murder, Los Angles, Hollywood, box
set, collection, omnibus, anthology
When a dead prostitute is found dead in Nate Rodriguez's apartment, Father Tom and Helen must clear the hapless
young man's name while working to repair his relationship with Gladys.
What if the metro Atlanta area is suddenly dealing with the probability that another serial murderer is killing children; this
time preadolescent females at Stone Mountain Park, a large natural state park in the middle of the metro area? What if a
Chief of Detectives and his forensic psychiatrist friend are charged with finding this fiend? What if the killer is a priest who
has a sexual preference to young girls? This 81,100 word story follows exactly how law enforcement works to solve just
such a case. The story begins with the discovery of a young female found in Stone Mountain Lake. Soon after, two early
adolescent friends disappear, during a laser show while visiting the park. Then another young female is found on the golf
course at the park. Chief of Detectives Theo Reed and his forensic psychiatrist work to find the killer. Detective Reed
runs a task force and Aiden OBrian, M.D. develops the profile which will direct the task force. While investigating both
men have their own inner conflicts with which they must deal. The killer, an Episcopal priest is a youth minister and
conducts the funeral for two of the victims. He is a tortured soul with enough anger and baggage to fill an entire mail train.
To interrupt the investigation a copycat killer shows up and must be dealt with. Knowing the investigators are getting
close the killer leaves, but sets up his departure to throw off the police by going to the Atlanta airport. He doubles back
and takes AMTRAC instead. OBrian realizes this and convinces Reed to change his plans for an airport arrest. The two
men take a helicopter to board the train in another town, getting on the train unseen. What follows is an exciting chase
involving hostages and a big chance the killer will escape. If he gets off the train they will be searching scrub pines and
palmetto plants making it impossible to locate the killer Does he get away? You need to read the ending.
Kate Cavanaugh Mystery Collection includes books 1-4: Murder on Caye Isle, The Murder of Micco Black, Murder on the
Blue Swan, The Hunt for Sarah. “A cleverly potted murder/mystery with a big dollop of sexy romance.” The Wishing
Shelf Book Awards.
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Computer mogul Johnny Ornelas escapes the corporate life to settle down on the beautiful island of Saipan. He buys a luxury hotel and plans
to make a life in his new, tropical climate. Then he hears the rumors. Apparently, ghosts haunt his dream hotel—ghosts that make noise and
bother customers. But the ghosts aren't the only problem. Mystery surrounds the hotel, too, as Johnny discovers reports of people who have
gone missing from inside the hotel. Is there something supernatural haunting Johnny's guests ... or is it something much more human?
Prostitution, gambling, and drugs run rampant on the island, due to the influences of the odious gang known as the Japanese Yakuza, and
also by a Chinese Tong and several local criminal types. They may have something to do with the murders at the hotel. Johnny calls in
reinforcements—a private investigator, a retired Los Angeles Sheriff 's sergeant, and even an FBI agent. Together, they might be able to solve
the mysteries. Johnny can't help but make time for love. The hotel's attorney, Jan Nan, has caught his attention. She's pretty, ambitious, and
focused—more so on her job than on a relationship. Johnny doesn't give up easily, though. He is committed to solving the mysteries and
stopping the violence at his hotel. Most importantly, he is determined to eliminate the gangs and save the island paradise he calls home.
Working Boys, A Midnight Murder Mystery, Part ILulu.com
Northern Ontario realtor Belle Palmer is showing the lakefront mansion of a prominent businesswoman when she discovers the lady
strangled in her bathtub. Could this third break-and-enter death reveal a serial killer at large in the Nickel Capital? The woman’s only child, a
precocious 12-year-old named Micro, comes to stay with Belle's neighbors and wins her heart. Then after an argument, the boy disappears,
riding off into the cold September night on his bicycle. His computer shows a cryptic correspondence that sends the police checking
pedophile registers as an Amber Alert is issued. Racing against time as fall temperatures plummet, Belle hooks up with a bumbling PI and
joins the search. Belle must flee into the bush, where she has every chance of becoming lost and disoriented, chased by murderers who will
stop at nothing to protect a multi-million-dollar criminal empire.
A heartwarming collection of holiday mysteries full of merriment . . . and murder! Wreath Between the Lines by Daryl Wood Gerber The
Agatha Award–winning author of Sifting Through Clues returns to the Cookbook Nook, where Jenna Hart is busy decking the halls and
ducking a killer . . . The holidays are Jenna Hart’s favorite time of year, but just as she’s decorating the Cookbook Nook for all the festive
events, her imperious older sister makes a surprise visit, anxious that her husband’s been more naughty than nice. To make matters worse,
her father’s good friend Jake shows up on her doorstep with a frantic report that his friend has been murdered—trussed with Christmas lights
and impaled with a tree star . . . Breaking the Mould by Victoria Hamilton In this Christmas-themed Vintage Kitchen Mystery from the author
of Cast Iron Alibi, when the town’s resident Scrooge is found dead, Jaymie says Bah humbug! to murder . . . Now that Thanksgiving’s
behind her, vintage cookware enthusiast Jaymie Leighton Müller is excitedly making plans for the upcoming Dickens Days festival—the
town’s month-long celebration leading up to Christmas. With a hot cider booth on the village green to warm the hearts and bodies of the
townsfolk and a diorama featuring a scene from A Christmas Carol, things are shaping up for a festive season—until the town’s local Scrooge
is found murdered, a vintage pudding mould covering his cracked skull . . . The Twelve Dice of Christmas by Gail Oust Welcome to Serenity
Cove, a peaceful Southern community where the residents like to play dice, play golf and, when foul play moves in, play detective . . . With
Christmas fast approaching, Kate McCall and her dice-playing friends get into the holiday spirit by agreeing to help the elderly Eula Mae
Snow decorate her home, even when it means sorting through a veritable blizzard of the older woman’s knickknacks. Intent on doing a good
deed and digging up a bright collection of seasonal decorations, Kate is stopped dead in her tracks when instead she discovers the skeleton
of a man showing clear signs of foul play . . . Includes scrumptious holiday recipes!
Diana Rivers hadn’t intended to visit England that summer but the invitation to take part in a film-shoot seemed too exciting an opportunity to
miss. She looked forward to renewing old friendships and meeting a handful of well-known film stars. The only possible fly in the ointment,
was the venue. Years before, Diana had suffered a terrifying experience in Cheltenham, England – an encounter which she thought she’d
resolved. Reassuring her partner, Steve that all was well and the dreadful episode was behind them, they went ahead. Little did Diana know
that the filming was only a minor part of the show about to be enacted. Once again, Diana is drawn into events which threaten to spiral out of
control. When a beautiful young actress is accidentally killed, Diana’s reaction is to turn to more sinister thoughts. Was it an accident or was
it…murder? A second body leaves everyone reeling and this time there is no doubt. A callous and vicious murderer is at large. Diana is fast
embroiled in discovering the hard facts, not knowing that she is placing herself in great danger. Watch out Diana! You could be next…
Dr. Priscilla Beaty has two sons, a successful career, and an all-consuming interest in Crimson Tide football. She additionally has a very long
string of lovers and an even greater number of enemies. Some people are both. It falls to Detective Addie Bramson to untangle the webs of
passion crisscrossing Tuscaloosa County to discover who might most want to see Dr. Beaty dead.
On July 12th, 1949 my father's first wife, Eva, allegedly committed suicide by leaping off the eight floor fire escape-backwards-of the Century
Building, located in the heart of the Cultural District of Pittsburgh. Neither my father or anyone else in the family considered it a suicide and
we all have had many questions about it. so, after thinking about it for fifty years I've created a fictional account of what might have been. In a
clandestine bar in the Strip District that shows Steelers games in holographic form upstairs and a Russian-born physic waitress downstairs for
further entertainment, Jake Johnson looks to solve a brutal murder of a young, female Pitt student on the city's bike trail. Jake and his
partner, Vincent Falboa, work to solve this calamity and then stumble on Eva's case by teaming up with the original detective of Eva's event,
Andy Rochester.
OC Back when I was a kid growing up in South Chicago, I never dreamed that having a Lebanese father and a Syrian mother would turn out
to be an asset. But my ancestry paid off big-time when I sat down across from Timothy Fisher at a San Francisco sidewalk cafe on that warm
September morning. He bought my cover as a Mid-East terroristOCohook, line and sinker. Of course, being an FBI agent, IOCOd been
provided with excellent cover. Even so, he was nervous and kept looking around at our neighbors, the only ones at the time being a young
couple who, hands across their table, were obviously and hopelessly in love. OC IOCOve got the money, OCO I told him, assuming that
might help to calm him down. It didnOCOt. He kept scanning the street. OC IOCOm not interested, OCO he said. And that surprised me.
What he said next surprised me even moreOC OCO Over 50! mystery short stories by John Broussard, a prolific and compelling writer.
Boson Books also offers several full length mystery novels by John Broussard. Visit our Fiction page and look under Action, Adventure and
Mysteries . For an author bio, photo, and a sample read, visit bosonbooks.com."
Introduces forty contemporary books aimed at readers in grades 5 through 12, giving information about the author, a plot summary,
suggestions for introducing the book to students, and a section on additional activities.
Why write? The answer is two-fold: For the love of it; or because you have something to say or show. We are a sharing species; a storytelling
species. If there is a story (or hopefully, stories) inside you, by all means write. More important learn to write well. In each of these books, I
deconstruct a single story to exemplify the principles behind good storytelling, as well as weaknesses in parts that could have been better
written.
FIELD & STREAM, America’s largest outdoor sports magazine, celebrates the outdoor experience with great stories, compelling
photography, and sound advice while honoring the traditions hunters and fishermen have passed down for generations.
** Newly Revised ** Like bananas, Sheriff Cas Larkin’s troubles are ripening in bunches. A fully dressed woman is found drowned in the lake.
He has a citizen no one can find, but hasn’t been reported as missing and all of her known acquaintances are standing in the way of Cas’s
investigation. Then Judge Carpenter’s fiancée lands in jail, accused of a bloody murder way down yonder in New Orleans! Now Cas must
pick up the pace and connect the dots... before he goes bananas himself. THE MARYVALE COZY MYSTERY SERIES, in order The Devil in
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Maryvale The Nelson Scandal Recipe for Trouble The Mardi Gras Murder
When a beloved older priest is found murdered in the Rectory's guest room, Father Tom and Helen try to find the person who wanted him
dead. But they find that even saints have secrets . . .and those secrets may have gotten him killed.
Welcome to the 2nd Diana Rivers, Mystery Suspense Murder Boxed Set featuring the fourth, fifth and six books in the bestselling series,
‘Camera Action Murder, ‘CHILDHUNT! and ‘A Deadly Learning.’ All three books feature our heroine Diana Rivers - writer, sometime actor
and amateur sleuth. Diana loves nothing more than getting embroiled in the middle of a mystery – especially one which involves MURDER!
Camera Action Murder! Diana Rivers hadn't intended to visit England that summer but the invitation to take part in a film-shoot seemed too
exciting an opportunity to miss. Life had been quiet for the last year or so & she looked forward to renewing old friendships and meeting a
handful of well-known film stars. The only possible fly in the ointment was the venue. Years before, Diana had suffered a terrifying experience
in England - an encounter which she thought she'd resolved. Reassuring her partner Steve all was well & that terrifying episode was behind
them, she went ahead & confirmed their acceptance. Little did she know that the filming was only a minor part of the show as she is drawn
into events which threaten to spiral out of control. When a beautiful young actress is accidentally killed, Diana's thoughts are opposite to
everyone else’s. Was it an accident or ...MURDER? A second body leaves everyone reeling - this time there is no doubt. A callous and
vicious murderer is at large. Diana is fast embroiled in discovering the hard facts, not knowing she is placing herself in great danger. Watch
out Diana! You could be next... CHILDHUNT! Two weeks before Christmas. The villagers of Agios Mamas, in Cyprus, are preparing for the
season's festivities. Without warning terror strikes the heart of the sleepy little village. Two small children disappear without trace and a frantic
search is called. Who has targeted and stalked the family for the last six years; knowing their every move? What is the kidnappers' ultimate
goal? Will local author and amateur sleuth, Diana Rivers and visiting CID Police Chief Inspector, Adam Lovell find the children in time? Join
Diana and her friends as they try to unravel the horrific nightmare which has hit the village. A Deadly Learning. When author and private
investigator, Diana Rivers travels to Portugal for a holiday, murder is the last thing on her mind. On the first day of her visit, nothing bodes
well at the International College of Portugal when a woman's body is found interred behind a wall during renovation work. The striped plastic
tape around the crime-scene portrays a sense of unease. What with students practicing sexual rituals in the sand dunes, a suspicion of a
drug factory and money laundering plus a rash of killings, her plans for a quiet break go awry. Diana is in her element.
A fast-paced mystery, with an unorthodox sleuth Molly Tinker who tracks down a serial killer in a Florida paradise, filled with evil.
This unique resource offers activities in earth, life, and physical science as well as science inquiry and technology. The Grades 6-12 level
book provides labs on life, physical, and earth science as well as critical thinking. Like real-life forensic scientists, students observe carefully,
organize, and record data, think critically, and conduct simple tests to solve crimes like theft, dog-napping, vandalism and water pollution. For
added fun, each resource features an original cartoon character, Investi Gator for the Elementary level and Crime Cat for Grades 6-12. All
activities include complete background information with step-by-step procedures for the teacher and reproducible student worksheets.
Whatever the teacher's training or experience in teaching science, Crime Scene Investigations can be an intriguing supplement to instruction.
Michael Lindsay wrote this murder mystery coming directly from his forty-plus years of forensic experience as a police officer, crime scene
specialist, investigator, and academy crime scene instructor. More than being just a technically correct police story, this saga intertwines
Mike's passions for the Wild West and the cowboy life; his awe of the few remaining wilderness areas; his interest in the many legends of the
Superstition Mountains of Arizona; and his extensive studies of end-time Bible prophecy, occult manifestations, and UFOs. One would think
that these diverse subjects will not be part of a real-world story, but many surprising revelations are exposed in this implicatory but accurate
account. In fact, this deep whodunit mystery is actually solved by looking closely at the epic conflict of good versus evil through uncovering
several ancient end-time prophecies.Readers will be surprised to find that by the end of this deceit-filled tale of treachery, they will have a real
hands-on understanding of the end-time prophecy that will enable them to read and comprehend many prophetic Bible passages that pastors
today refuse to teach and that they, quite honestly, do not really understand.This mystery story, coupled with Mike's first book on prophecy,
The Town Crier: Two Months to Prophetic Literacy (A Guide to Saving America-One Prophecy at A Time), will bring readers to a level of
prophetic understanding far beyond what most priests and pastors possess today.
Bismark Pacheco, descended from the Bri Bri Indians, and trained as a guerilla fighter in the Nicaraguan civil war by operatives of the United
States Central Intelligence Agency, goes to work for the Costa Rican Ministry of Justice after graduating from the United States Military
Academy at West Point. Pacheco soon becomes the premier crime detective in the land. Pacheco’s fame is so great, and his reputation so
secure that he is hailed as a national hero by campesinos throughout the hills and valleys of the troubled but striving country.Inspector
Pacheco is called to investigate a murder at the Center for Tropical Agriculture (The CAT) on the Atlantic slope of Costa Rica where he finds
an international web of intrigue that tests the limits of his skills. The trail leads through a baseball factory, into the green hills and high
meadows of a dormant tropical volcano, through the luxuriant vegetation of a valley where tropical fruits and nuts abound, where sugarcane,
bananas, coffee, and cocoa grow the year round, and where exotic and colorful birds are distracted by the nectar of ever present gardenia,
bougainvillea, and orchid.In this idyllic setting, where Toucan-Grackle fights top the disturbance list, eight more violent deaths are recorded as
Pacheco’s investigation proceeds, and Pacheco himself is threatened. Pacheco contemplates the comfort of frontier justice when he weighs
his knowledge of the Costa Rican court system against the depth of the villainy he uncovers.
Renowned forensic anthropologist Bill Bass—founder of the Body Farm—tackles one of his most baffling cases ever in this real-life spellbinder
In 1978, 56-year-old Leoma Patterson left a bar in Clinton, Tennessee, and was never seen again. Six months later, a female skeleton was
found on a wooded lakeshore in a neighboring county. The bones were consistent with those of the missing woman, and one of Patterson's
daughters recognized a ring found at the death scene as her mother's. The bones were buried, and six years later, a relative of
Patterson's—one of the men she was last seen alive with—confessed to killing her. Case closed. But the tentative identification—made years
before DNA testing was available to confirm it—failed to convince some of Patterson's relatives. And so it was that in 2005 Dr. Bass found
himself winding around hairpin curves to the mountainside grave, where he would unearth the disputed remains and collect DNA samples.
The forensic twists and turns that followed would test the limits of DNA technology … and of Dr. Bass's half-century of forensic knowledge.
One-time charter boat sailor Farley Halladay is widowed now and ashore but she's still up to her gunnels in murder, blue water and white-hot
intrigues. While operating her online business, caring for an elderly alcoholic, solving the murder of a young, pregnant woman with her black
Haitian sheriff buddy and working out with her brassy fitness coach, she takes readers from a Florida retirement community to the seven
seas. See her weekly posts at farleyhalladay.blogspot.com
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